ELECTROFUSION COUPLER

DIPS SERIES
SDR 11 DIPS Electrofusion Coupler

MOLDED FOR YOUR INDUSTRY

IntegriFuse™

TOLL FREE 1-888-770-6330

INTEGRITYFUSION.COM
Since 2007 Integrity Fusion Products have been known for their impressive product line of Electrofusion fittings. We continue to grow and innovate more products than ever before!

The IntegriFuse Difference:
• Large Diameter Electrofusion Couplers
  Improved technology eliminating the need for pre-heating procedures
• Utilizes higher Amperage (105A) to create more heat, allowing the pipe to expand to help reduce any gaps between pipe and coupler
• Higher amperage allows for larger gaps to start fusion process
• Higher amperage also results in deeper melt penetration
• Wider fusion zones for increased surface melt
• Wider cold zones allowing for more flexibility in pipe stab depth
• fittings created with traceability bar codes
• All couplers through 54” are injection molded (not fabricated out of pipe or billet as other brands)
• Pop up melt indicators
• Cooling time listed on coupler indicates when the fitting joint can be fully pressure tested, eliminating the need for guesswork
• Backed by 30+ years of experience in designing, developing and producing electrofusion fittings & equipment with strict quality management standards
• FM Approved
• AWWA C906 NSF/ANSI 61

All IntegriFuse Electrofusion fittings must be installed by a qualified and experienced technician.